Abstract. For a monomial ideal I, let G(I) be its minimal set of monomial generators. If there is a total order on G(I) such that the corresponding Lyubeznik resolution of I is a minimal free resolution of I, then I is called a Lyubeznik ideal. In this paper, we characterize the Lyubeznik ideals, and we discover some classes of Lyubeznik ideals.
Introduction
Let S = K[x 1 , · · · , x n ] be a polynomial ring over a field K, and let I ⊆ S be a monomial ideal. One of the most interesting problem is to find an explicit minimal free resolution of I over S. Although it is known that every ideal of S has a minimal free resolution (see, e.g., Eisenbud [2] or Herzog and Hibi [4] ), no general description is known, even for monomial ideals.
For some special classes of monomial ideals, two ways were developed for finding their minimal free resolutions explicitly. One way is by investigating various simplicial complexes, e.g., the Taylor resolution, the Scarf complex and the Lyubeznik resolution. For detailed constructions of the three mentioned simplicial complexes, one can refer to the recent work [7] by J. Mermin. Generally speaking, the Taylor resolution is far from being minimal, while the Scarf complex is minimal but is not exact in general. Although the Lyubeznik resolution is also not minimal in general, it is much closer to the minimal free resolution of an ideal compared with the Taylor resolution. By considering rooting maps, Novik in [8] proved that the Lyubeznik resolution is a minimal free resolution for the matroid ideal of a finite projective space. Another way is provided by Eliahou and Kervaire [3] in 1990, in which they constructed minimal free resolutions of Borel ideals. Some classes of other monomial ideals were given by using this method, such as the linear quotients ideals with decomposition function by Herzog and Takayama [5] , the edge ideals with some combinatorial conditions by Horwitz [6] , and so on.
The main purpose of the present work is to describe a monomial ideal which can be resolved to obtain a minimal Lyubeznik resolution, under a properly chosen total order on the minimal monomial generating set of the ideal. Apparently, which total order should be chosen must be the central topic of the problem.
In section 2, we introduce some new definitions which will be used in the next sections. In section 3, we describe the Lyubeznik ideals by taking advantage of the concept of Eminimal cover (Theorem 3.1). Then in section 4, we give some important properties, especially, the description about M-minimal complete cover, to help judge a Lyubeznik ideal conveniently (Proposition 4.2). In section 5, we use Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.2 to discover several classes of Lyubeznik ideals. In section 6, we show how to examine some special classes of elements in G(I), i.e., out points, inner points and boundary points of a cover, defined in the next section.
Some definitions
For a monomial ideal I, let G(I) = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u s } be its minimal set of monomial generators. For a subset A of G(I), the multidegree of A, denoted by m(A), is the least common multiple of the elements in A. We call a subset C of G(I) a cover of a monomial u ∈ C, if u | m(C \ {u}), or alternatively we say C covers u, denoted by u C. The complete cover induced by a cover C, denoted by C, is the subset of G(I) that contains all of the elements of G(I) which divide m(C). A cover C (of u) is called an M-minimal cover of G(I), if there exists no cover V (of some v) whose multidegree m(V ) is a proper factor of m(C). A cover C of a monomial u is called an E-minimal cover of u if no proper subset of C can cover u. Let C be a cover. We call a subset D of C an out set of C, if m(D) = m(C) and the multidegree of any proper subset of D is not equal to m(D). Of course, an out set of a cover may be not unique. A point is called an out point of C if it is in every out set of C , and we use O(C) to denote the out points of C. We call a point not in any out set of C an inner point of C, and we use I(C) to denote the inner points of C. The other points in C are called boundary points of C, and the set of all boundary points in C is denoted by B(C).
The set of all exchangeable points in C is denoted by E(C). It is easy to see from the definition that E(C) ⊆ B(C). For example, in the monomial ideal I = (xy, yz, xz), G(I) = {xy, yz, xz}. Of course, C = G(I) is a complete cover. It is easy to see that E(C) = B(C) = C.
Note that the above definitions are independent of a total order on G(I). Let ≺ be a total order on G(I), and let A be a subset of G(I). Let min(A) be the least element of A under the total order ≺. Let B be another subset of G(I). If min(A) ≺ min(B), then we write A ≺ B. If A has only one element u and u ≺ min(B), then we denote u ≺ B. A set D is said to be broken under the total order ≺, if there
Let △ I be the full simplex on G(I). For a given total order ≺ on G(I), let L (I,≺) be the following simplicial subcomplex of △ I :
We call L (I,≺) a Lyubeznik simplicial complex of I. The following associated algebraic chain complex is proved to be a free resolution of I, and is called the Lyubeznik resolution of I under the total order ≺.
F equals to 1 (respectively, −1 ) for odd k (for even k, respectively).
Generally speaking, the Lyubeznik resolution L is not minimal. Let m be the homogeneous maximal ideal of S, i.e., m = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ). L is minimal if and only if ϕ i−1 (L i ) ⊆ mL i−1 for all i. By the construction of ϕ, L is minimal if and only if m(F ) = m(G k ) for all F and all k. If there is a total order on G(I) such that the corresponding Lyubeznik resolution of I is minimal, then I is called a Lyubeznik ideal.
Clearly, a Lyubeznik resolution relies heavily on the given total order ≺ on G(I). In fact, even if I is a Lyubeznik ideal, the Lyubeznik resolution of I determined by a given total order ≺ on G(I) may be not minimal. For example, consider the monomial ideal
By definition, both {x 3 , x 2 y, y 2 z} and {x
Hence the Lyubeznik resolution of I by the total order ≺ is not minimal. On the other hand, the Lyubeznik resolution of I determined by another total order ⊢ is a minimal free resolution of I, where
So, I is a Lyubeznik ideal.
Lyubeznik ideals
Let I be a monomial ideal. If there is no cover in G(I) (e.g., G(I) = {x 2 , yz, y 2 }), then clearly I is a Lyubeznik ideal. In fact, the Taylor resolution, the Scarf complex and the Lyubeznik resolution of I under any total order on G(I) are identical. For a given monomial ideal I with covers in G(I), we give the following criterion on judging wether I is a Lyubeznik ideal. (I,≺) . So, the Lyubeznik resolution of I based on the order ≺ is not minimal since the multidegrees of C and C \ {u} are identical. Hence I is not a Lyubeznik ideal.
(2) =⇒ (3): The condition C is not preserved implies that there exists a subset D of C such that some element {v} / ∈ D is covered by D ∪ {v}, and v is less than every element of D in the order ≺. It is easy to choose a subset of D, say E, such that E ∪ {v} is an E-minimal cover of v. Clearly, v is less than every element of E in the order ≺. So, min(E \ E) ≺ min(E). (1) Theorem 3.1 actually provides a method for judging whether an ideal is a Lyubeznik ideal. First, list all the elements of G(I), then compute all the E-minimal covers, and finally judge whether a total order exists which fulfills all the relations determined by all covers. Actually, we only need to check whether such a partial order exists, since every finite partial order can be refined to be a total order, see Lemma 5.7.
(2) The method for checking if a monomial ideal is a Lyubeznik ideal is very useful for monomial ideals with a small number of monomial generators. But when the generators' number is huge, the verifications would be rather complicated. So in the next sections, we will study further properties of Lyubeznik ideal.
In the following example, we show how to use Theorem 3.1 to judge if a monomial ideal is Lyubeznik. In order to judge whether I is a Lyubeznik ideal, we find all the elements with their E-minimal covers, as the following shows: on G(I), say,
satisfying the three conditions. So, the Lyubeznik resolution under the order ≺ is minimal. Hence I is a Lyubeznik ideal.
Some properties of Lyubeznik ideals
Let I be a Lyubeznik ideal under the total order ≺. Assume further that u 1 ≺ u 2 ≺ · · · ≺ u s on G(I). For every element u i ∈ O(G(I)), if we change the order, such that u i to be the largest one and keep the relations of the other elements, then we get a new order ⊢ by the following:
It is easy to see that the Lyubeznik resolution of I under the total order ⊢ is still minimal. In fact, every set broken in ≺ must be broken in ⊢. By Theorem 3.1, the more for sets being broken, the closer for I being Lyubeznik. So we have the following conclusion:
Proposition 4.1. If I is a Lyubeznik ideal, then there exists a total order defined by the relations
From now on, we only need to check whether there is this kind of order which fulfills the condition in Theorem 3.1. In other words, it is not necessary to consider the out points of G(I) when judging if I is Lyubeznik. We can simply let all the out points larger than the other points of G(I).
When applying Theorem 3.1, the most complicated part is to check whether a set is preserved. But it is relatively easy for an M-minimal complete cover, as the following result shows. (2) I(C) = ∅ and E(C) = ∅. In this case, we have E(C) ≺ C \ E(C). P roof. In the case I(C) = ∅, if the least element u of C is not an inner point, then there exists an out set of C, say D, such that u ∈ D. We claim that D ∪ {v} is preserved for every v ∈ I(C). In fact, for a subset E of D ∪ {v}, if u ∈ E, clearly E is not broken; if u / ∈ E, then m(E) is less than m(D) since v ∈ I(C). By the definition of M-minimal, E is not broken. Hence D ∪ {v} is a cover of v, and D ∪ {v} is preserved. By Theorem 3.1, it is a contradiction. In the case I(C) = ∅ and E(C) = ∅, if the least element u of C is not an exchangeable point, then there exists an out set of C, say F , such that u ∈ F . We can choose an element v which can not be exchanged with u, which implies m(F ∪ {v} \ {u}) ≺ m(F ). In a similar way, we can also get a contradiction. It is easy to see that if an M-minimal cover contains neither inner point nor exchangeable point, then I is not a Lyubeznik ideal.
Remark 4.3. Now let us set up a criterion on how to judge whether a monomial ideal I is a Lyubeznik ideal more easier. At the mean time, we also give an algorithm on how to find a total order ≺ for a Lyubeznik ideal I.
(1) Find all the out points of G(I), and let them larger than other points. has two M-minimal complete covers, i.e., {x with multidegree x 3 y 3 , y 2 z {y 3 , y 2 z, z 3 } with multidegree y 3 z 3 respectively, but the last two covers are covered by the out points of G(I), so by proposition 4.1, it is not necessary to consider them here.) So the possible order must fulfill x 2 y < y 2 z. So we can get a good total order ≺ defined by
So, I is a Lyubeznik ideal under the order ≺, or under the order ⊢ defined by The following proposition can be used to examine the out points, and we omit the verification here. The above propositions follow from explicit computations, so we omit detailed verifications too.
